
1. Is this a normal mysql cluster database that is used with other technologies?
Yes, however we do not recommend mysql database to be altered. It can be run on VMware if 
there are two separate VMs – one for each database.

2. In Marquee, are the filters set sitewide or can different sets be assigned to different user 
groups?
There are 2 levels in filter sets: Based on keywords, it can be more granularly manipulated and 
for standard file type, file size is global.

3. On the Marquee default page, can you use a different kind of branding?  
Yes, it is absolutely brandable & customizable.

4. Can large previews be resized in v18?
 Large previews are currently definable in Xinet.

5. Regarding the asset history, can you see how the asset has been used by anyone 
throughout the system, or only through the asset history itself?
 Yes, you can turn on what asset events you’d like to see.

6. Can people respond to different comments & annotations within the system?
 No, it is a global thread (this is in development). Direct annotation on an InDesign file is not 
supported.

7. When is v18 shipping and will this work with other third party apps and customizations 
we have? 
 Target release is March 31, 2015 and once v18 is fully backwards compatibility tested and 
appropriate updates if any are made to IOI Tools, we will start to roll this out to existing Xinet 
17 customers and those that wish to get current with their maintenance.

8. Will there be any approval task management or project management tools developed for 
marquee or are there plans in the future?
 Yes, it is in the roadmap for the future.

9. When you change themes, can you also trigger some functionality changes?
 You could through customization
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10. Why do downloads continue to be only zip files and not direct?
 We are in the development process of eliminating that behavior or making it optional. 

11. Can you search text through PDF, InDesign, etc?
 Yes.

12. Have there been any updates made to search or upload and can you now upload folders?
 There have been significant changes made to search. Uploading folders will be addressed in v18.1

13. Is there still an Mview?
 Yes, it is there. Interaction has completely changed. It still provides data output in a completely new 
user experience.

14. Is ingesting and uploading files still available with drag and drop onto the interface itself and 
how are files ingested into system?
 Files are ingested in many ways: web interface for uploading, pilot for uploading & directly 
accessing a file system using a mounted share folder from Xinet where you use it as a shared server 
volume.

15. Is regular or SOLR search still available in v18?
 SOLR is enabled by default but both are still there.

16. Will you be releasing a REST API for Xinet?
 We do have a REST API for Xinet, Portal DI, which we are expanding

17. Are there any changes to the AFP server or OS native ACL?
 No, it’s the same.

18. In regards to integrating with other systems, can you exchange data with Chili Publish or 
Dalim?
 Yes, these integrations are common in today’s production environment.

19. Are the UI changes available only in Portal? 
 Yes.

20. How do you manage the approval process or connection with workflow validation?
 Approval process is a standard tool that has been there. Annotations tool has metadata that can be 
set. It is pretty configurable. It is not a task management system.



21. Will you be able to export a CSV from a list view with browsable metadata?
No.

22. Are there any SSO technologies built into v18?
 No, but is ion the roadmap.

23. Can you apply metadata on upload?
 Yes.

24. Will Pilot be able to work with archived files?
 Yes.

25. Is there any integration with Aspira for upload/download?
 IOI regularly manages Aspira integrations. 
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